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Air and bug deflector
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Installation Instructions
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1- Clean front of hood area before installing bugshield.
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2- Place bugshield in position, ensuring the cut-out is centered around the RAM
logo and fits tight against the hood.
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3- Install using the black plugs provided.
a. Push black fastener securely into hole.
b. Lock in place by firmly pressing key into the fastener.
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4- Do not attach the clear rubber bump-ons to the shield or the warranty will
be voided. It is essential for the clear rubber bump-ons to be attached to the
vehicle hood or damage will occur. Use the alcohol prep pads to clean the area,
where the shield touches the vehicle, large enough to affix the rubber bumpons. Gently hold the shield away from the hood and place the bump-ons on the
vehicle, between the shield and hood. Make certain that the bump-ons are
positioned to keep the shield from contacting hood.
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Cleaning instructions:

Cleaning instructions:

Wash with warm water and a mild soap solution using a soft cloth or sponge.
Use of cleaners not approved for acrylic or use of improper solvents could result
in permanent damage which will not be covered by the warranty.
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WARNING: This bugshield is made of a breakage resistant material, but the
avoid damage machine car washes are not advised.
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